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Figure 1: Left: outer surface of the high-resolution mesh with 1.7 million tetrahedra used in the evaluation of our method. Right: cut through
a lower-resolution model to show its inner structure. The models are based on the Airbus flight crew rest compartment (FCRC) bracket, a
titanium 3D-printed part developed using simulation and topological optimization (see, e.g., [Kra17]).

Abstract
In this paper, we present a matrix assembly technique for arbitrary polynomial order finite element simulations on simplex
meshes for graphics processing units (GPU). Compared to the current state of the art in GPU-based matrix assembly, we avoid
the need for an intermediate sparse matrix and perform assembly directly into the final, GPU-optimized data structure. Thereby,
we avoid the resulting 180% to 600% memory overhead, depending on polynomial order, and associated allocation time, while
simplifying the assembly code and using a more compact mesh representation. We compare our method with existing algorithms
and demonstrate significant speedups.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies Ñ Massively parallel and high-performance simulations; Massively parallel algorithms; Phys-
ical simulation; Graphics processors; •Mathematics of computing Ñ Combinatoric problems;

1. Introduction

With the continuously high cost of simulating and rendering of
computer-generated imagery for movies and television and the re-
cent advances in 3D-printing, physically based simulation and ani-
mation are more important than ever. As an example, Fig. 1 shows
the geometry of a 3D-printed part developed using simulation and
topological optimization, as described by Kranz [Kra17].

One of the most important simulation methods is the finite el-
ement method (FEM). Due to the ubiquity of FEM simulations,

the constant need for faster simulations, and the price-performance
benefits of graphics processing units (GPU), general purpose com-
puting on the GPU (GPGPU) has been applied to them early on
(see, e.g., a paper by Liu et al. a year after the first release of CUDA
[LJWD08]).

However, the main focus of research on GPU-based FEM has
been the efficient solution of the resulting system of equations, not
on the assembly of the sparse system matrix, which has come into
focus as a significant bottleneck in high performance computing
(HPC).
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For example, a paper by Guo et al. states that assembly takes 30–
40% of total computation time in their use cases [GLG˚15]. This
overhead is only amplified when a GPU solver is used with a CPU-
based assembly approach. Our current solver takes a median time
of 14.1 s to set up the initial sparse matrix for the mesh shown on
the left in Fig. 1, while solving the corresponding static simulation
to convergence only takes 1.5 s. Additionally, mesh loading and
CPU-based preprocessing take 15 s and can be GPU accelerated as
well (see Section 2.1).

The assembly process can be split into two components:

1. Determination of the sparsity pattern of the system matrix.
2. Summation of the element stiffness matrices into the global sys-

tem matrix.

During initial setup of a simulation or whenever the mesh changes,
for example due to an adaptive method such as the adaptive FEM
cloth simulation by Bender and Deul [BD13] or the adaptive, FEM-
based brittle fracture simulation by Koschier et al. [KLB14], the
sparsity pattern of the matrix must be determined. Cutting or tear-
ing also result in changes to the sparsity pattern. When there are no
changes to the topology, only the summation step must be repeated.
Three approaches are compared in Sections 4.4 and 5.2. In dy-
namic simulations using the co-rotational FEM (see, e.g., [MG04])
the summation must be performed once per time step, due to the
changes in the rotation matrices. For the nonlinear FEM, multiple
updates to the matrix are required while solving the system. The
first step is extremely costly when single, linear simulations are
performed and when mesh topology is changed frequently.

In computer graphics, simulation meshes are most commonly tri-
angular and tetrahedral meshes, or more generally simplex meshes.
Furthermore, tetrahedral mesh generation algorithms, such as the
recently published unconditionally robust technique by Hu et
al. [HZG˚18], are more robust than current hexahedral, or hex-
dominant meshing methods.

Next to the element type, choice of element order is important.
Linear elements suffer from shear and volume locking, which in-
troduces artificial stiffness into the system (see, e.g., [ISF07]). Fur-
thermore, increasing element order can improve simulation qual-
ity at a lower cost than increasing mesh resolution (see, e.g.,
[WKS˚11]).

Therefore, the goal of this work is to answer the following ques-
tions:

1. Is it possible to improve GPU system matrix assembly perfor-
mance and memory use by limiting the input to (higher-order)
simplex meshes and making use of the topological properties of
simplex meshes?

2. Can assembly be performed efficiently directly into a GPU-
optimized sparse matrix data structure?

3. Which summation approach should be chosen for which prob-
lem?

In the following, Section 2 outlines the relevant related work. In
Section 3, we describe the concepts behind our matrix assembly
method. Section 4 provides details on the practical implementation
of our approach in CUDA. We list the results of our comparisons
with other techniques in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 sums up this

paper and our results, we discuss limitations and we point out po-
tential avenues for future research.

2. Related Work

In this section, we outline related work on volumetric mesh data
structures, FEM system matrix assembly, and polynomial finite el-
ement methods.

2.1. Mesh Data Structures

The goal of this work is not to develop a new GPU-based mesh
data structure. However, as the choice of mesh data structure sig-
nificantly influences the implementation of algorithms thereon, we
list significant works on GPU-based mesh data structures. Or to
paraphrase Fred Brooks, “show me your [data structures], and I
won’t usually need your [algorithm]” (cf. [Bro95]).

Very few data structures for (volumetric) mesh representation on
the GPU exist that go beyond a simple indexed face table or indexed
cell table. However, two recently developed data structures, both
based on sparse matrices, influenced this paper significantly.

Zayer et al. presented a GPU-adapted mesh data structure based
on a compressed sparse column (CSC) sparse matrix encoding
[ZSS17a]. They encode a matrix of local node indices, but omit
the value array, instead encoding it into the order of the row in-
dices. For fixed row count matrices, such as the matrix represent-
ing the vertices of each cell in each column, they omit the offset
array, resulting in an indexed face/cell table. However, the trans-
pose that maps each vertex to the cells it belongs to remains in
the partially reduced form. Furthermore, they introduce the con-
cept of “action maps” small matrices that modify the behavior of
the sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) to achieve var-
ious effects. Among these is an efficient stiffness matrix assembly
method, as detailed in Section 2.2.

A different approach is taken by Mueller-Roemer et al. who en-
code discrete boundary operators, a concept from algebraic topol-
ogy (see, e.g., [Hat02]), describing element orientations in ternary
compressed sparse row (CSR) matrices [MAS17]. They also omit
the value array and encode the sign of the value into the column
index. Explicitly encoded zero entries are not allowed. Indirect el-
ement relationships are also computed via a modified SpGEMM.
This approach is more general, as it does not require defining a
fixed element order, thus allowing the representation of arbitrary
polyhedra. Coboundary operators describing inverse relationships,
as well as the indirect element relationships, are only computed on
demand and cached.

2.2. System Matrix Assembly

Many works on GPU-based system matrix assembly on the GPU,
focus only on the summation step. For example, there is the
mesh-coloring-based approach by Komatitsch et al. [KME09]. The
method by Weber et al. that uses a CSR-like encoding to store
a mapping for each non-zero to the element stiffness matrices
that influence it [WBS˚13]. They additionally introduce the GPU-
optimized Bin-BCSR (binned and blocked CSR) matrix format that
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uses the dense 3ˆ 3 blocks in FEM system matrices to improve
performance and assembly is performed directly into this structure.
Reguly and Giles compare several methods of summation into both
CSR and ELLPACK sparse matrices, and a matrix-free approach
[RG15].

One of the more comprehensive works, a paper by Cecka et al.
[CLD10], compares five different assembly approaches that include
determination of the sparsity pattern. However, Zayer et al. have re-
cently published two papers outlining their approach to GPU-based
FEM stiffness matrix assembly that achieves even better perfor-
mance [ZSS17a, ZSS17b]. Their method is based on the highly op-
timized GPU SpGEMM by Liu and Vinter [LV15]. To achieve high
performance, a binning approach is used to choose between one
of three different approaches to matrix assembly according to an
estimated number of non-zero entries in a row. This leads to a com-
paratively complex implementation. Furthermore, as the number
of non-zero entries is conservatively estimated, a temporary sparse
matrix is allocated for assembly before being copied into the final
sparse matrix. This leads to a large memory overhead.

In the domain of HPC, very large meshes are used that no longer
fit into a single GPU’s memory. Therefore the focus in HPC lies pri-
marily on how to best perform the domain decomposition. Thébault
et al. [TPD15] present a hybrid approach that combines domain de-
composition, divide-and-conquer and mesh coloring for stiffness
matrix assembly. Like Zayer et al., we focus on assembling stiff-
ness matrices for small to medium size meshes that fit into GPU
memory, as these are more common in simulation for animation
and optimization problems. However, combined with a domain de-
composition approach, fast assembly on a single compute node is
beneficial as well.

2.3. Polynomial FEM

In addition to the commonly known linear finite elements, elements
with quadratic, cubic, or higher order basis functions can be used
(see [ZT00]). As linear elements have one degree of freedom on
each vertex, higher order elements provide additional degrees of
freedom. While for quadratic basis functions, one additional degree
of freedom is added on every edge of the element, cubic elements
provide two additional degrees of freedom per edge and one per
face. As our matrix assembly method is not only targeted at lin-
ear finite elements but at arbitrary polynomial degree FEM, we list
several important works here.

The choice of basis functions significantly affects the perfor-
mance of the solver, as many basis functions require numeric in-
tegration to determine the element matrices. Lagrange polynomi-
als are very commonly used and covered in most FEM literature,
for example in Zienkiewicz and Taylors book [ZT00]. Similarly
common are the ‘serendipity’ functions, which only add nodes to
the edges of the elements. These are also covered in the aforemen-
tioned book.

A wide array of other families of basis functions are used, such
as the Legendre polynomials and non-uniform rational B-Splines
(NURBS) are used as well. Willberg et al. compared several of
these polynomials for the use case of simulating Lamb waves
[WDV˚12].

In simulation for animation, the Bernstein-Bézier polynomials
have been used, as the variational integrals can be computed in
closed form for constant metric elements (essentially, when un-
deformed positions are geometrically linear). For example, Weber
et al. presented a method for interactive deformation simulation
using Bernstein-Bézier polynomials and the co-rotational method
[WKS˚11]. Furthermore, they observe how the local topology in
a tetrahedral mesh can inform the matrix assembly process. How-
ever, they do not apply this idea to matrix assembly on the GPU, nor
do they generalize it to other element dimension (edge or triangle
meshes for example) or other polynomial orders.

Weber et al. later extended their approach to cubic elements and
used them for a p-multigrid finite element solver that employs a
hierarchy not in mesh resolution, but in the polynomial degree p of
the elements [WMA˚15].

3. Concept

In this section, we describe the theoretical concepts behind our ma-
trix assembly method for higher-order simplex meshes. We deter-
mine the exact number of nodes that contribute to any individual
node’s row in the system matrix using only local topological infor-
mation. No traversal of complex, pointer-based structures or sorting
and discarding of duplicate non-zero indices is necessary.

First, let us briefly reiterate how system matrices in the FEM are
constructed. As an example, let K P Rneˆne be the stiffness matrix
of a deformation simulation, where n is the number of nodes in the
mesh, and e is the embedding or physical dimension, typically 3.
The matrix K is sparse, but consists of locally dense eˆ e blocks.
Therefore, we can also describe K as a fourth-order tensor Ki jkl P

Rnˆnˆeˆe that is sparse in i j. In this notation, we can describe the
assembly process as

Ki jkl “
ÿ

TPTi j

ET,LT piqLT p jqkl , (1)

where Ti j “ tT | i P T ^ j P Tu is the set of all top-level elements,
e.g., tetrahedra, that contain both nodes i and j. LT is a map from
global indices in r1,ns to element-local indices in r1,ms, where m
is the number of nodes in an element. Finally, ET,i jkl P Rmˆmˆeˆe

is the dense element stiffness tensor of element T (or element stiff-
ness matrix ET PRmeˆme). We do not cover the construction of the
element stiffness matrices ET , as it depends on many factors such
as the choice of material model and basis functions, for example
the commonly used Lagrange polynomials (see, e.g., [ZT00]) or
Bernstein-Bézier polynomials (see, e.g., [WMA˚15]), and is inde-
pendent of the assembly process.

As mentioned in the introduction, we limit our approach to sim-
plex meshes to be able to determine the exact number of non-zero
entries per row i. Simplices are the generalization of triangles and
tetrahedra to an arbitrary number of dimensions k ě 0. A simplex
mesh is a homogeneous or pure simplical complex (cf. [Hat02]),
i.e., every k-simplex with k ă d is part of a pk` 1q-simplex and
therefore of the top-level d-simplices. This complex is embedded
into an e-dimensional space, where eě d.

Every k-simplex has k` 1 vertices or nodes. For order-p ele-
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Figure 2: Upper row: Tri3, Tri6, and Tri10 surface elements cor-
responding to k “ 2 with p “ 1, 2, or 3, respectively. Lower row:
Tet4, Tet10, and Tet20 elements corresponding to k“ 3 with p“ 1,
2, or 3, respectively. Vertex nodes are shown as red circles, edge
nodes as green squares, and face nodes as blue triangles.

ments, where p ě 1, additional nodes are required. An order-p k-
simplex has

pp`1qk

k!
“

˜

p` k
k

¸

(2)

nodes, where xn
“

śn´1
k“0px` kq denotes the rising factorial. For

varying p, these series of numbers of nodes correspond to the tri-
angular or tetrahedral numbers, depending on k, shifted by one.
Figure 2 shows complete polynomial triangular and tetrahedral el-
ements of orders one through three. We do not discuss incomplete
higher-order elements, such as the cubic Tri9 or Tet16 elements that
omit face points (see, e.g., [CGN18]), but adaptation of our method
to such elements is straightforward. Furthermore, our focus is on
continuous, conforming discretizations which share nodes between
cells. In discontinous Galerkin (dG) methods, nodes are unique to
each top level element. Therefore, the resulting matrices have a
simple, block-sparse structure and are generally easier to assem-
ble. Assembly of dG system matrices is covered in the appendix of
Di Pietro and Ern’s book on dG methods [DE12].

As shown in Fig. 2, nodes are either only part of a top-level d-
simplex element or one or more of its k-simplex subelements. We
call nodes on the interior of a k-simplex k-simplex nodes, i.e., nodes
on a vertex are vertex nodes, nodes on an edge but not on a vertex
are edge nodes, and so on. In the following equations, we define the
binomial coefficient as

˜

n
k

¸

“

$

&

%

n!
k!pn´ kq!

if 0ď k ď n

0 otherwise
(3)

for notational simplicity. The number of k-simplex nodes on a k-
simplex is

pp´ kqk

k!
“

˜

p´1
k

¸

. (4)

This follows directly from the equivalence to the triangular or tetra-
hedral figurate numbers, as one “layer” of nodes is removed from
all k` 1 sides of the simplex, as can be seen in Fig. 2 when com-
paring the number of green edge nodes on an edge or the blue face
nodes on a face to all nodes on that edge or face.

Figure 3: From top-left to bottom-right: edge using a vertex, face
using a vertex, cell using a vertex, face using an edge, cell using
an edge, cell using a face. The current nodes, edges, and faces are
marked in orange. Nodes and edges that are already part of other
sub-simplices are grayed out. The nodes with unchanged color (red,
green, or blue) are those that introduce new non-zero entries.

To determine the number of other nodes that affect a node, we
must examine the local neighborhood of each node. The number
of non-zero entries for a node is the number of nodes in all top-
level d-simplices (cells) that contain the node. However, we cannot
simply multiply the result of Eq. (2) with the number of cells that
use the node, as most vertices are part of more than one cell. This
only provides an upper bound.

For d “ 3, vertex nodes are part of one 0-simplex, the vertex
itself and sets of 1-simplices (edges), 2-simplices (faces), and 3-
simplices (cells). Edge nodes are used by the corresponding edge,
and sets of faces, and cells. Face nodes lie on the face, and a set of
cells. Finally, cell nodes only belong to one cell. The six cases of
elements used by other simplices are shown in Fig. 3.

To exactly determine the number of nodes that affect a k-simplex
node, we use a bottom-up approach. First, we add the number of
nodes on the originating k-simplex itself, which can be determined
according to Eq. (2). Then for every pk` 1q-simplex that contains
the k-simplex, we add the number of nodes on it, except for those
nodes that are on the initial k-simplex. This continues with all pk`
2q-simplices that contain the node, but now all nodes on pk` 1q-
simplices that use the node of choice must be ignored, as illustrated
by the gray nodes in Fig. 3. As in the case of Eq. (4), the number of
nodes added by each l-simplex with l ě k follows directly from the
triangular/tetrahedral numbers, as exactly l´ k “layers” of nodes
are removed, as can be seen in Fig. 3 by comparing the numbers of
red, green and blue nodes to the total nodes on each element:

pp`1´pl´ kqql

l!
“

˜

p` k
l

¸

. (5)

Using Eq. (5), the number of nodes affecting a k-simplex node i can
be computed using

nk,i “

d
ÿ

l“k

˜

p` k
l

¸

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Skl

i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
, (6)

where Skl
i is the set of l-simplices that are or contain the k-simplex

of node i. This allows us to compute the number of non-zeros in
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any row of the matrix exactly using minimal topological informa-
tion. In fact, only the sizes of the sets Skl

i are required, not their
contents. Furthermore, the number is equal for all k-simplex nodes
on a specific k-simplex. Additional figures showing examples of
Eq. (6) are given in the supplemental material.

4. Implementation

In this section, we explain how we used the concepts developed in
Section 3 to implement a highly efficient GPU-based system matrix
assembly method for arbitrary-order polynomial simplex meshes.

As the performance characteristics of GPUs differ from those of
a CPU, we briefly list important considerations and terminology.
For more details, refer to the Nvidia CUDA Programming Guide
[NVI18].

‚ CUDA follows a single program multiple data (SPMD) program-
ming model. A kernel is executed by a number of threads in par-
allel. However, the threads are not entirely independent. Warps,
groups of 32 threads, are scheduled together and closely resem-
ble single instruction multiple data (SIMD) on CPUs. When mul-
tiple divergent code paths are taken by threads in a warp, all paths
are executed sequentially with masking.

‚ Threads are additionally grouped into blocks. These blocks are
assigned to one of several streaming multiprocessors (SMs), the
closest equivalent to a core in a multicore CPU.

‚ Resources such as registers and shared memory are limited on
the SMs and shared by all active blocks on that SM. Shared
memory is as fast as the L1-cache of the SM, but programmable
and limited to a small number of kilobytes per block.

‚ Memory bandwidths, especially on GPUs with high bandwidth
memory (HBM), are very high. However, latencies are also large.
Ideally, more than one block can be active on an SM for la-
tency hiding. Additionally, the high bandwidth is achieved via a
very wide memory bus. Therefore, coalescing is important, i.e.,
whenever threads read or write to memory, they should do so
in a contiguous block. So if thread 0 reads 4 bytes at address
0x00, thread 1 should read 4 bytes at address 0x04, etc. Sup-
ported widths for coalescing are 4, 8, or 16 bytes.

‚ If more registers than available are needed or when the index into
an array cannot be determined by the compiler, register spilling
into local memory occurs. Local memory is a private, per-thread
area in global memory (GPU memory) that differs in that stores
are cached in the L1-cache. While performance is better than
regular global memory access, it is significantly worse than when
operations can be performed in registers.

4.1. Mesh Data Structure

The mesh data structure we use is based on a combination of
the concepts presented by Zayer et al. and Mueller-Roemer et al.
[ZSS17a, MAS17]. As we do not require arbitrary polyhedra, but a
homogeneous simplical complex, we use a simple array of indexed
faces/cells as Zayer et al. do. The orientation of the top-level cells
is encoded in the order of the indices in the nˆ pd` 1q indexed
face/cell array. As we only implemented our method for tetrahedral
meshes, we call this array cellVertices. We store the vertex
indices in row-major order, where each cell represents a row, as

the four indices fit into a single 16 byte memory transfer. For tri-
angle meshes, storage in column-major order may be preferable
to achieve coalescing. Alternatively, a warp-transposed loads can
be used that transpose the data in shared memory, this primitive is
provided by libraries such as CUB [Mer18]. For the inverse map-
ping, we apply a matrix transpose method as suggested by Mueller-
Roemer et al. As vertexCells is irregular, it has an associated
CSR/CSC offset array vertexCellOffsets. No fixed order is
maintained in the transposed matrix, as it would be meaningless,
therefore it degenerates to a binary CSR structure, i.e., a CSR ma-
trix without a value array in which presence of an entry describes a
1-value, and 0-values are never explicitly encoded.

For linear FEM, the only additional information required is
the nˆ e array of positions. Although the embedding dimension
e “ 3 in our case, we do not store positions in transposed
form for coalescing, as access patterns are mostly random, there-
fore preventing coalescing. Therefore, we prefer to maintain lo-
cality instead. For higher-order simulations, we do not expand
cellVertices to nˆ

`p`d
d

˘

entries. Instead we add additional
cellEdges/edgeCells and cellFaces/faceCell arrays/-
matrices as required. As the number of k-simplex nodes on any
k-simplex is constant and can be determined using Eq. (4), node
indices are implicitly derived from the simplex indices. For p ă 3
the storage requirements are equivalent to explicitly storing node
indices per cell as in Zayer et al.’s approach. However, for p ě 3
the storage requirements are smaller than explicitly storing all node
indices, and independent of polynomial order.

As we use constant metric polynomial tetrahedra, the size of
the initial position array positions remains unchanged. Fur-
thermore, all additional arrays/matrices can also be computed from
cellVertices on demand instead of being loaded from a file.

To compute the numbers of non-zero entries in each row of
the resulting matrix according to Eq. (6), further information is
required. In particular, the number of edges per vertex for p “
1 and additionally the number of faces per vertex and faces
and cells per edge for p “ 2 etc. Instead of computing the ir-
regular, sparse matrices vertexEdges, vertexFaces, and
edgeFaces (edgeCells is computed via transpose), we only
determine the regular edgeVertices, faceVertices, and
faceEdges arrays. These are easily derived from the cellVer-
tices, cellEdges, and cellFaces arrays by filling a larger
array with the sorted tuples of the corresponding indices per edge or
face of the cell, then sorting that array of tuples and removing dupli-
cate entries. Sorting and removal of duplicates are standard parallel
primitives and efficiently implemented in libraries such as Thrust or
CUB [BH15, Mer18]. To determine the counts for Eq. (6), we use
atomic additions of the corresponding binomial coefficient into the
columnCounts array. This atomic count (without scaling) would
be necessary for the transposed version anyway, and we do not ac-
tually need to know which edges reference a vertex, for example.

4.2. Bin-BCSR*

As mentioned in the introduction, we aim to perform our matrix
assembly directly into a GPU-optimized sparse matrix structure. As
the Bin-BCSR matrix structure by Weber et al. [WBS˚13] is also
optimized for FEM, we chose it as a basis for our implementation.
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Listing 1: Dynamic scheduling for Bin-BCSR. Bin size is chosen to
match warp size. Before running, counter is initialized to 0.

auto tid = threadIdx.x;
auto lid = tid & (WARP_SIZE - 1);

auto bins = rows / WARP_SIZE + (rows % WARP_SIZE != 0);

int bin;
if(lid == 0)
bin = atomicAdd(counter, 1);

bin = __shfl_sync(0xffffffff, bin, 0, WARP_SIZE);

while(bin < bins)
{
auto idx = WARP_SIZE * bin + lid;

if(idx < rows)
{
// parallel loop body

}

if(lid == 0)
bin = atomicAdd(counter, 1);

bin = __shfl_sync(0xffffffff, bin, 0, WARP_SIZE);
}

Bin-BCSR groups sets of rows into equally sized bins. Within
each bin, the maximum number of non-zero columns is determined.
As in the ELLPACK-R format (see [VOFG10]), which does the
same for all rows at once, other rows are padded with zeros to match
that length and stored in transposed form to achieve coalescing. As
done for each row in the commonly used CSR format, offsets are
used to mark the position and the size of each bin. The blockwise
dense nature of the matrix is exploited by omitting all but the first
column index within a row of each dense eˆ e block.

However, we made several minor modifications that we collec-
tively refer to as Bin-BCSR*:

1. Instead of only using the implied eˆ e block structure along
columns, we use it along rows as well and store column indices
referring to nodes instead of individual degrees of freedom. This
simplifies the assembly, as column indices are not repeated for
groups of e rows.

2. Consequently, we store all of the Ki j00 entries in the block, fol-
lowed by the Ki j01 entries, etc. to maintain coalescing. As each
thread now processes one i index of Ki jkl instead of an e˚ i` k
index into K.
One major advantage of processing rows of eˆ e blocks per
thread is that fewer random loads are performed, as otherwise
groups of e threads would load the same values.
Consequently, the separately stored diagonal also stores an eˆe
block diagonal.

3. Instead of a bin size of 16 rows, we use a bin size of 32 rows,
matching the size of a warp. This allows us to efficiently sched-
ule warps dynamically as shown in Listing 1. This minimizes
the effect of different length bins within a block.

Examples of the original Bin-BCSR and improved Bin-BCSR*
data structures are shown in Fig. 4. While the example only has
padding in the Bin-BCSR* data structure as the bin size matches
the block size for Bin-BCSR, the use of 16 row bins and 3ˆ 3

blocks in real-world use of Bin-BCSR also leads to a significant
amount of padding. The increased amount of padding due to a
larger number of rows per bin in Bin-BCSR* is mostly mitigated
by the reduction in size of the column and offset arrays.

Due to the efficient sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV) possi-
ble with Bin-BCSR and Bin-BCSR*, these layouts are well-suited
for use with iterative solvers such as the conjugate gradient method.
The separate storage of the diagonal allows for efficient implemen-
tation of (Block-)Jacobi preconditioners, which are highly paral-
lelizable and therefore useful for GPU implementations (see, e.g.,
[ADFQ17]).

4.3. Sparsity Pattern

To determine the sparsity pattern, we first determine column-
Counts as described in Section 4.1. We then determine the sizes
of the bins by iterating over columnCounts in parallel and deter-
mining the maximum column count per bin, which can be imple-
mented efficiently using warp shuffle instructions (instructions that
exchange data between threads in a warp). Afterwards, we com-
pute the cumulative sum of these maxima (minus one multiplied
by bin/warp size) using a parallel prefix scan, another standard par-
allel primitive that is implemented in Thrust, CUB, and other li-
braries [BH15, Mer18]. These are the binOffsets. Finally, the
total number of entries can be read back from the end of binOff-
sets. This is then used to allocate the array of non-zero entry val-
ues (with eˆ e block entries) and column arrays. Additionally the
main diagonal is allocated, but this can be done earlier or in parallel,
completing the allocation of the final Bin-BCSR* matrix. The over-
head w.r.t. a (Block-)CSR matrix due to binning is approximately
30–40% in our experiments (more for the smallest two meshes).

After allocating the matrix structure, the column indices must be
determined. We use a dynamically scheduled kernel based on List-
ing 1. For each row of the block matrix, we first determine which
type of k-simplex the row/node belongs to, e.g., for p“ 2 it is a ver-
tex node if idx ă numVertices and an edge node otherwise.
Depending on the node type, we iterate over vertexCells or
edgeCells for that particular index. Every node in that cell (de-
termined via the cell* arrays) is then added into a sorted array
of column indices by first performing a binary search, then shifting
back existing entries if a new value is inserted. Entries on the main
diagonal are skipped, due to the separate storage in Bin-BCSR*.

To do so efficiently, we reserve 63 indices per thread in shared
memory for the column array. Each block has 64 threads or two
warps, so this corresponds to 15.75 KiB of shared memory per
block. Whileď 63 columns are needed, all insertions are performed
in shared memory. Upon insertion of the 64th element or after all
cells have been processed for that row, the columns are copied into
the Bin-BCSR* structure. Further insertions, if any, are performed
in global memory. In our experiments, only a negligible fraction of
nodes had more than 63 neighbors.

4.4. Summation

Having determined the sparsity pattern, the last remaining step is
the calculation and summation of the element stiffness matrices. At
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Block-Sparse Matrix / Tensor K / Ki jkl

“diagonal A11 A22 E11 E22 G11 G22 J11 J22

“values
0 A21 A12 0 B11 B21 B12 B22 C11 C21 C12 C22 D11 D21 D12 D22 0 E21 E12 0

F11 F21 F12 F22 0 G21 G12 0 H11 H21 H12 H22 I11 I21 I12 I22 0 J21 J12 0

“columns 0 0 2 2 4 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 4 6 6 4 4 6 6

“binOffsets 0 6 10 16 20

Bin-BCSR

“diagonal A11 A12 A21 A22 E11 E12 E21 E22 G11 G12 G21 G22 J11 J12 J21 J22

“values
B11 D11 B12 D12 B21 D21 B22 D22 C11 0 C12 0 C21 0 C22 0 F11 I11 F12 I12

F21 I21 F22 I22 H11 0 H12 0 H21 0 H22 0

“columns 1 0 2 0 0 2 3 0

“binOffsets 0 4 8

Bin-BCSR*

Figure 4: Illustration of the differences between Bin-BCSR and Bin-BCSR* for an embedding dimension e “ 2 / block size 2ˆ 2 and a bin
size of 2. The dashed lines in the matrix mark which rows are combined into a bin with Bin-BCSR. The thick dashed line marks which rows
are combined into a bin with Bin-BCSR*. The borders between bins are also indicated in the value and column arrays of the data structures.
Padding and explicitly encoded 0-values are shown with a gray background. The column indices in the Bin-BCSR* structure are j-indices
into the sparse tensor Ki jkl , while the column indices in the Bin-BCSR structure denote columns of the sparse matrix K.

this point, the choice of material model, strain, and basis functions
becomes relevant.

Due to the simplicity of implementation, we use a linear, ho-
mogenous, isotropic material model, described using Lamé param-
eters and the stress-strain relationship

σ“ 2µε`λtrpεqI, (7)

where ε is the linear strain tensor, λ and µ are Lamé’s first and
second parameters, respectively, and σ is the resulting stress.

Furthermore, we use the Bernstein-Bézier basis functions, due to
the closed form integration. As shown by Weber et al. [WMA˚15],
computing the stiffness matrices becomes a simple weighted sum
of outer products bibT

j , where

bi “

ˆ

Bξi

Bx
,
Bξi

By
,
Bξi

Bz

˙T

(8)

are the gradients of the barycentric coordinates ξi associated with
the local vertex nodes i.

We implemented three approaches to summation for compari-
son. The first approach uses a per node map of nodes to cells, i.e.,
the same *Cells matrices used during pattern computation. The
kernel is also very similar and uses the same shared memory cache,
except all column indices are either loaded at the beginning if the
row has ď 63 non-zero entries, or not at all. These loads are co-
alesced due to the transposed storage of column indices in Bin-
BCSR*. For each node in each neighboring cell a binary lookup is
performed to find the correct position, and the corresponding ele-
ment stiffness matrix is loaded from global memory and added in
global memory to the corresponding entry. The diagonal is calcu-
lated entirely in registers.

The inline approach is exactly the same, except that the element
stiffness matrices are computed within the summation kernel. To
reduce branch divergence and kernel size, the cell’s vertex indices

are reordered on the fly to move the current node to the beginning,
while maintaining orientation by ensuring an even number of index
swaps. As reordering becomes more complicated for higher orders,
and register pressure was already very high, we only implemented
this method for p“ 1.

The final approach using per entry maps requires a large amount
of additional data. We create an nˆm sparse matrix with k non-
zero column-only entries, where n is the number of non-zero en-
tries in the system matrix, m is the number of eˆ e element stiff-

ness sub-matrices and k “
`p`d

d

˘2
¨ |T|. This matrix stores the list

of all element stiffness matrices that must be added for each en-
try. As each eˆ e entry can be processed in sequence, summation
can be performed in registers, which should lead to performance
improvements.

5. Results

Throughout all measurements, we used a 64-bit Windows 10 com-
puter with an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU (4 cores, 4 GHz base
clock), 16 GiB of DDR4-2133 main memory (34 GB/s) and an
Nvidia Quadro GP-100 GPU (3584 CUDA cores, 1.3 GHz base
clock) with 16 GiB of HBM2 GPU memory (717 GB/s). All ex-
periments were repeated 1000 times and results are given as the
median value.

For the comparisons, we created 11 tetrahedral meshes with
varying resolution of the model shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 lists the
sizes of all meshes in vertices, edges, faces, and tetrahedra. Addi-
tionally, it lists the exact number of non-zero entries and the up-
per bound as calculated when using Zayer et al.’s approach based
on Liu and Vinter’s GPU spGEMM [LV15, ZSS17a, ZSS17b]. Not
only is the allocation of a temporary sparse matrix required, but it
is 4.2–6.0̂ the size of the final matrix for p“ 1 (an overhead of up
to 600%), 2.1–2.5̂ the size for p“ 2 (an overhead of up to 250%),
and 1.6–1.8̂ the size for p“ 3 (an overhead of up to 180%).
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Table 1: List of the sizes of the meshes used in the evaluation in numbers of vertices, edges, faces and cells. Additionally, the exact number
of non-zero entries, the upper bounds resulting from Zayer et al.’s method, and the ratio between the two are given for the polynomial orders
p“ 1, 2, and 3.

Vertices Edges Faces Cells Order 1 Order 2 Order 3
Exact Bound Ratio Exact Bound Ratio Exact Bound Ratio

2.9 k 13.5 k 18.3 k 7.7 k 29.8 k 124.0 k 4.2 363.9 k 774.9 k 2.1 1.9 M 3.1 M 1.6
11.7 k 64.2 k 96.7 k 44.2 k 140.0 k 707.7 k 5.1 1.9 M 4.4 M 2.3 10.3 M 17.7 M 1.7
21.7 k 125.5 k 194.3 k 90.6 k 272.8 k 1.4 M 5.3 3.8 M 9.1 M 2.4 20.8 M 36.2 M 1.7
30.8 k 181.4 k 283.9 k 133.3 k 393.7 k 2.1 M 5.4 5.5 M 13.3 M 2.4 30.4 M 53.3 M 1.8
47.1 k 284.2 k 450.5 k 213.4 k 615.6 k 3.4 M 5.5 8.7 M 21.3 M 2.4 48.4 M 85.4 M 1.8
59.7 k 364.1 k 580.7 k 276.3 k 787.9 k 4.4 M 5.6 11.2 M 27.6 M 2.5 62.5 M 110.5 M 1.8
77.6 k 479.4 k 769.4 k 367.6 k 1.0 M 5.9 M 5.7 14.9 M 36.8 M 2.5 82.9 M 147.0 M 1.8

104.3 k 652.4 k 1.1 M 505.8 k 1.4 M 8.1 M 5.7 20.4 M 50.6 M 2.5 113.7 M 202.3 M 1.8
144.8 k 917.5 k 1.5 M 719.1 k 2.0 M 11.5 M 5.8 28.8 M 71.9 M 2.5 161.2 M 287.6 M 1.8
210.5 k 1.4 M 2.2 M 1.1 M 2.9 M 17.1 M 5.9 42.7 M 107.1 M 2.5 239.4 M 428.5 M 1.8
326.2 k 2.1 M 3.5 M 1.7 M 4.6 M 27.2 M 6.0 67.4 M 170.3 M 2.5 329.3 M 681.1 M 1.8

5.1. Assembly

First, we compare the runtimes of the complete matrix assembly,
including determination of the sparse pattern and element stiff-
ness calculation and summation, with Zayer et al. For this com-
parison, we use the summation method with per simplex maps, as
they do not require any information beyond the vertexCells
and edgeCells sparse maps which are also required for the de-
termination of column indices in each row. Furthermore, unlike the
inlined method, which requires the same information, it is imple-
mented for p“ 1, 2, and 3. We discuss the three summation meth-
ods in detail in Section 5.2.

Figure 5 shows the times taken by the assembly process, includ-
ing allocation and calculation (included in “Summation” which is
discussed in more detail in Section 5.2) of the element stiffness ma-
trices and the allocation of the resulting matrix, for p “ 1, 2, and
3. The results of the individual measurements are also given in Ta-
ble 2. The numbers for Zayer et al.’s method are taken from Figure
5 of their paper [ZSS17b] and also given below:

Tetrahedra 250 k 500 k 800 k 1 M
Order 1 82.3 185 287 402
Order 2 623 1642 2732 3584

In particular, we used the timings given for SuiteSparse Sparse2
(see [Dav18]) in their paper, divided by the speedup given for their
method on the GPU without reordering, as their numbers do not
include the time taken for reordering or any other preprocessing
steps.

A direct comparison is difficult, as Zayer et al. used a different
set of hardware using an Nvidia Tesla K40m (2880 CUDA cores,
745 MHz base clock) with 12 GiB of GDDR5 memory (288 GB/s).
Therefore, we do not list any exact speedups. However, they use
purely tetrahedral meshes for their evaluation as well, and the sizes
of the meshes are on the same order of magnitude. The memory
bandwidth of our GPU is 2.5̂ higher than the one used in their
experiments. The theoretical peak single precision compute per-
formance of the Quadro GP100 (10.3 TFLOPS) is similarly 2.4̂
larger than for the Tesla K40m (4.29 TFLOPS). Even when a factor
of 2.5̂ is taken into account, a significant speedup remains.

Furthermore, the allocation of the final sparse matrix takes

slightly more than 20% of the assembly time, both for p “ 1 and
2, and only slightly less for p“ 3. Since the allocation time is lin-
ear in the number of bytes allocated, as can be seen in the runtime
measurements, introducing an additional 6̂ , 2.5̂ , or 1.8̂ over-
sized allocation for a temporary matrix would increase the runtime
by more than 120%, 50%, or 32%, respectively, due to allocation
alone.

In summary, by restricting our assembly method to simplex
meshes, we were able to remove the 600%, 250%, or 180% mem-
ory overhead for p“ 1, 2, or 3, respectively, caused by the tempo-
rary sparse matrix. Furthermore, we were able to achieve a signifi-
cant speedup compared to the state of the art.

5.2. Summation

In Section 4, we described three different approaches to summation
that differ significantly in the amount of memory they require. Fig-
ure 6 compares the runtimes of the three summation approaches,
including calculation of the element stiffness matrices. The mea-
surements are also given in Table 3.

The method using per entry maps is 1.8–2.1̂ faster for p “ 1
and 2.4–2.6̂ faster for p “ 2 than when using per simplex maps
(vertexCells and edgeCells). However, it requires a signifi-
cantly larger amount of memory and fails for the two largest meshes
when p“ 2. For p“ 3, only the per simplex approach has been im-
plemented and is therefore not included in this section. The kernel
with inlined computation of the element stiffness matrices (and per
simplex maps), which was only implemented for p “ 1, requires
the least amount of memory and does not require allocation of the
e2
¨

n¨pn`1q
2 ¨ |T| floats for the element stiffness matrices, where n is

the number of nodes per d-simplex (tetrahedron), and T is the set
of all top level d-simplices. However, it is slightly slower than the
per simplex map implementation due to the high register pressure
and increased compute load.

Which summation method should be chosen strongly depends
on the use case. The method with per simplex maps is the easiest to
implement, as it requires no preprocessing beyond what is required
for assembly itself, making it a good choice for simulations with
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Figure 5: Runtime of the entire assembly process over number of
tetrahedra for p “ 1, 2, and 3. Our method is shown split into the
individual steps, where the colored areas represent the runtime of
each step. The total height corresponds to the total runtime. The
numbers for Zayer et al.’s method are taken from Figure 5 in their
paper [ZSS17b].
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Figure 6: Comparison of the runtimes of the three summation ap-
proaches for p “ 1 and the two map-based approaches for p “ 2.
The methods with per node or per entry summation maps addi-
tionally require allocation of the element stiffness matrix array as
a one-time cost (shown separately). For p “ 2, the per entry map
method failed for the two largest meshes due to allocation failures.

adaptive meshes. Furthermore, it separates assembly and material
model completely and makes implementation of complex material
models possible.

The method with inline computation of the element stiffness ma-
trices requires the same per simplex maps. However, even though
many memory reads are avoided, it is slightly slower than the per
simplex method. Furthermore, a very large number of registers are
required, even for homogeneous, isotropic materials and linear ba-
sis functions. For more complex material models or higher-order
basis functions, register spilling is effectively unavoidable, leading
to even slower calculations. Despite these limitations, using the in-
line method may be worthwhile for static, linear simulations, as
no time is needed to allocate the element stiffness matrix arrays, a
smaller amount of memory is required, and the system is typically
only assembled once.

Finally, the per entry map approach is up to 2.6̂ faster than
the approach with per simplex maps. Like the per simplex method,
it separates assembly and material model completely. Therefore,
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it should be the first choice for dynamic simulations using co-
rotational strains as well as static or dynamic simulations using
nonlinear material models or nonlinear strains, since both require
frequent updates of the system matrix without changing the sparsity
pattern. The large speedup is to be expected, as summation of the
eˆ e blocks of the matrix can be performed in registers, unlike the
other methods where summation takes place in memory. However,
the memory overhead is significant and additional preprocessing is
required.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that by restricting our method to
simplex meshes (triangular and tetrahedral meshes), we are able to
derive combinatorial equations that allow for exact allocation of the
resulting sparse matrix using minimal topological information.

This allows us to perform assembly directly into a GPU-
optimized sparse matrix structure based on Bin-BCSR by Weber
et al. [WBS˚13], while avoiding the 180% to 600% memory over-
head, depending on polynomial order, and allocation time for the
temporary matrix inherent to the current state of the art approach
by Zayer et al. [ZSS17a, ZSS17b]. Due to the reduced memory re-
quirements, we can simulate significantly larger meshes.

Furthermore, we achieve a significant speedup compared to the
state of the art. At the same time, our approach is easier to im-
plement, as no sophisticated binning approach to choose between
several algorithms, such as the one introduced by Liu and Vinter
[LV15] and used by Zayer et al. [ZSS17a, ZSS17b], is necessary to
achieve these speedups.

Additionally, we presented a modification to Bin-BCSR, Bin-
BCSR*, that uses the eˆe block structure of the matrix along both
dimensions to further reduce memory size and improve locality. By
matching the bin size to the GPU’s warp size, a simple, per-warp
dynamic scheduling approach (see Section 4) can be used while
processing the Bin-BCSR* matrix. This scheduling approach is
used during matrix assembly and can be used to improve the speed
of the sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV) as well.

Finally, we compared three approaches to the summation step
that is required whenever material parameters change, on every
frame in co-rotational FEM, or multiple times per step in non-
linear FEM. We provide the reader with a basis for deciding which
method to choose, depending on the use case, in Section 5.2.

6.1. Limitations

As a direct result of the restriction to simplex meshes, mixed-
element and hexahedral meshes can not be used with our method.
For quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes, similar equations to the
ones we presented can be derived. However, such meshes are fre-
quently also structured. In such cases, the multidiagonal struc-
ture makes assembly trivial. For mixed-element meshes, a more
general method, such as the one presented by Zayer et al.
[ZSS17a, ZSS17b], should be used.

Furthermore, while our method should be well suited to adap-
tive meshes (h-adaptivity) due to its speed and memory efficiency,

adaptive polynomial degrees per element (p-adaptivity) can not be
used. An overview of h, p, and h-p FEM methods can be found in
Babuška and Guo’s paper [BG92]. To our knowledge, p-adaptive
FEM is currently fairly uncommon in computer graphics, but is
covered in detail in Grinspun’s PhD thesis [Gri03].

6.2. Future Work

With respect to future work, there are several ways in which our
method could be extended or applied to other problems.

In Section 3, we noted that higher-order elements that omit cell
nodes (for p ě 4) or cell and face nodes (for p ě 3) are also used
in practice, next to the complete higher-order elements. Extension
to such elements should be straightforward. For purely quadrilat-
eral or hexahedral meshes, or their n-dimensional extension, simi-
lar equations can be derived as well. However, a different approach,
such as extracting regular parts of the mesh and treating those as
regular grids, is likely to be even more efficient.

Additionally, while we avoided a binning approach to maintain
a simple implementation, further performance gains may be possi-
ble, as registers and shared memory could be used more effectively.
However, potential gains are limited by the allocation times which
currently amount to up to 47% of the assembly time.

For adaptive simulations, local updates of the matrix may be
faster than recreating the entire matrix. However, our approach is
orthogonal to local updates, as local updates can benefit from exact
allocation as well. Combining the two is a potential area for future
research.

An interesting future area of application for our approach is co-
dimensional simulation on simplical complexes, as pioneered by
Zhu et al. [ZQC˚14, ZLQF15]. Although we only consider homo-
geneous simplical complexes in this paper, Eq. (6) applies to inho-
mogeneous simplical complexes that have a mix of lines, edges, tri-
angles, and tetrahedra as top level elements as well. Several steps of
the assembly process would require significant modifications. For
example, in a co-dimensional setting triangles have element matri-
ces as well that must be treated differently.
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Table 3: Runtime measurements of the three summation methods as well as the time for element stiffness matrix array allocation shown in
Fig. 6. All times are given in milliseconds.
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